
23 August, 2008 

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin Herald! 

The Laurel Office has notified us of the results of its considerations at the meetings in March, 2008.  
The results for this meeting were contained in a letter from the Laurel Office bearing the date of 31 July, 
2008, and emailed to some kingdoms during Pennsic.  However, many kingdoms, including Atlantia, 
were omitted from this distribution, a fact apparently not realized by the Laurel staff until an urgent 
query from Golden Dolphin to the Laurel staff.  The letter of results from the March meeting was thus 
received in Atlantia only on 23 August and, as I write, has not yet been posted to the Laurel web page.  
Triton and I apologize to our populace for the additional delay in notification and wish to pass on to you 
all the assurances of the Laurel Office that this distribution problem will not be repeated. 

ACCEPTANCES: 

The following items were REGISTERED by the Laurel Office: 

Ailis inghean uí Bhriain. Name. 

Alianor atte Red Swanne and Marc d’Aubigny. Badge. Per bend sable 
and Or, a fleur-de-lys Or and a grozing iron fesswise gules. 

Cairell mac Cormaic. Change of name from Karcher the Blue-eyed. As the 
submitter requested, his previous name has been released. 

Ceara níc Fhionnghalaigh. Device. Or, a dragonfly and on a chief purpure 
three spools of thread Or. 

Dúnlaith ingen Báethgalaig. Name and device. Per fess rayonny sable and 
Or, three dragonflies, two and one, and a raven counterchanged. 
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Elizabet de Roslyne. Device. Sable, a mullet of eight points Or within a 
bordure argent mullety of eight points sable. 

Godai Katsunaga. Name.  The Laurel staff noted that, despite the 
submitter’s request for authenticity for Sengoku-era Japan, the name could 
not be made fully authentic because it lacked the yobina usual in masculine 
names of that period. 

Gunnora Swanburn. Name and device.  Argent, a pale offset between in 
bend sinister two swans naiant sable. 

Gwyneth of Avondale. Device. Per chevron sable and Or, three decrescents 
one and two Or and a goblet sable. 

Henricus Guotman. Name and device.  Per fess wavy vert and purpure, in 
chief an ox yoke Or. 
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Isabel de Nedham. Device. Per pale sable and azure, an otter statant 
between three triquetras argent. 

Isabel de Nedham. Badge.  Per pale sable and azure, in pale two triquetras 
argent  

Isabetta del Gatta. Name.  

Isolda Jourdan. Name and device. Per bend sinister azure and gules, a sun 
in splendor and a lion rampant guardant within a bordure Or.  

Juan Bautista Ponçe. Device. Chevronelly Or and gules, an eagle sable and 
a base embattled vert. 
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Katerina de Kelly. Name and device.  Per chevron sable and gules, two 
open scrolls Or and a money bag argent. 

Kolbeinn Þorfinnsson. Name. 

Larisa Mikhailovna.  Name. 

Lyneya Allain. Name and device.  Purpure, on a cross argent a cross of 
Calatrava purpure, a bordure argent. 

Margaret Wolseley. Name. 

Mariana de Salamanca. Device. Or, in pale three ferrets statant sable 
within a bordure engrailed azure.   

Muirenn ingen Áeda. Device.  Or, between the horns of a decrescent a 
triquetra, an orle purpure.  
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Nuala ingen Magnusa. Name and device. Sable, three oak leaves in pale 
within a bordure argent. 

Philip Bell. Alternate persona name Ghaltai Jida. 

Rakel Kyrre.  Name. 

Sebastiano Giovanni Casparo. Device.  Gules, in fess a sword inverted 
proper sustained by a sealion erect within an orle of suns Or. 

 

 

 

 

RETURNS: 

No items from Atlantia were returned by the Laurel Office in March, 2008. 

Your servant, 

Alisoun 


